
02 “Every flower is a soul blossoming in nature.”
GÉRARD DE NERVAL, FRENCH WRITER AND POET ACTIVITY

W O R D  
W I S E

Magpie  
The black and white
Eurasian magpie is wide-
ly considered to be one
of the most intelligent
animal in the world. It is
one of the few non-
mammal species able to

recognise itself in a mir-
ror test. In East Asian
culture, the magpie is a
very popular bird as it’s
a symbol of good luck
and great fortune.

Q1: What is the full form
of ROM?

A: Random Only Memory ❑
B: Read Only Memory ❑
C: Rejected Ordinary
Memory ❑
D: Reduced Ordinary
Memory ❑

Q2: What does SATA
stand for?

A: Serial Advanced
Technology Attachment❑

B: Serial Automated
Technology Attachment ❑

C: Standard Advanced
Technology Attachment ❑

D: Serial Advanced Technical
Attachment ❑

Q3: In which of these
systems will you

find SAS (serial attached
storage) drives?
A: Laptop ❑
B: Desktop ❑
C: Tablet ❑
D: SERVER ❑

Q4: If you can get to
a website via

direct IP but are unable
to via web url what is the
most likely problem?

A: Website is down ❑
B: Computer network 
card is bad ❑
C: DNS problem ❑
D: All of the above ❑

Q5: What is a Codec
most commonly

used for?
A: Decoding Passwords ❑
B: Decoding Audio/Video

Stream ❑

C: Encrypting Data ❑
D: Saving Contact 

Information ❑

Q6: Can 32-bit pro-
grams run on a

64-bit version of Windows
OS?
A: Yes    ❑          B: No ❑

Q7: Which is the
newest version of

Mac OSX?
A: Snow Leopard ❑
B: El Capitan ❑
C: High Sierra ❑
D: Mojave ❑

ANSWERS:1. B, 2. A, 3. D, 4. C, 5. B, 6. A, 7. D
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TECHNOLOGY
Theme: Computer

Want to boost your general

knowledge? Take this exciting

test. Rest assured, it will really
test you!

Heal the world and make
it a better place to live

T
he students of class
VII of Shri SN Sid-
heshwar Sr Sec Pub-
lic School, Gurgaon

observed online Environment
Day. The programme revolved
around the theme “connecting
people to nature”. The students
presented speech, poem recita-
tion and thought provoking slo-
gans in the form of collage
making stress-
ing on the need
to protect and
preserve the na-
ture. The stu-
dents threw
light on harm-
ful effect of us-
ing plastic. The
message of safe-
guarding the en-
vironment and
promoting af-
forestations was
effectively con-
veyed by the stu-
dents. The stu-
dents also prepared eco-friend-
ly items such as cloth mask,
bird feeder, and paper and cloth
bags.The program ended with
a pledge taken by the students
to safeguard the environment.
Heal the world and make it a

better place to live The stu-
dents of class VII of Shri SN
Sidheshwar Sr Sec Public
School, Gurgaon observed on-
line Environment Day. The pro-
gramme revolved around the
theme “connecting people to
nature”. The students present-
ed speech, poem recitation and
thought provoking slogans in
the form of collage making

stressing on the
need to protect
and preserve
the nature. The
students threw
light on harm-
ful effect of us-
ing plastic .The
message of safe-
guarding the
environment
and promoting
afforestations
was effectively
conveyed by the
students. The
students also

prepared eco-friendly items
such as cloth mask, bird feed-
er, and paper and cloth bags.The
program ended with a pledge
taken by the students to safe-
guard the environment.

Fun series amid lockdown

D
AV Public School, Sec
14, Faridabad organ-
ized ‘VIRTUAL SUM-
MER CAMP-2020’ for

classes VI to X. The camp in-
cluded robust program of phys-
ical and emotional development
through on-line mode. It aimed
to channelise serious concerns
over psychological health and
physical fitness of students dur-
ing this long lockdown period.
Active pursuits such as Zumba,
Yoga and Dance catered to keep
students’ happy, healthy, strong
and balanced. Activities like –
Best out of Waste, Art and Craft,

Computer, Vocal and Instru-
mental Music were conducted. 

Dance and Zumba synchro-
nised their moves and helped to
build up endurance. Yoga in-
creased their flexibility and re-
stored well- being. Vocal and In-
strumental Music honed their
mental as well as physical mo-
tor skills.

The slew of ideas provided
intrinsic motivation to engage
students virtually under the
guidance of Anita Gautam,
Principal. The efforts made by
the teachers were applauded
and appreciated by the parents.

C
hanging times
call for a
change in the
requirements
that pull us out

ofour comfort zone. The
transposition of digitaliza-
tion from socialization and
an inter-personal connection
is a challenge which lies
ahead for the teaching fra-
ternity to work upon. The
pedagogical changes need to

develop in the students the
ability to Adopt and Adapt.
They should breed Opti-
mism -the ability to mould
and accept the unexpected.
These changes should en-
sure that the ethics needed
for a cohesive society are in-
grained gradually and nat-
urally in the thought process
of the learner. Looking for

assignments and work-
sheets based on practical ex-
periences and self-driven re-
search shall been couraged
and promoted for a wider
vision. Preparing online
questionnaires,presenta-
tions, solving puzzles, mak-
ing fun games, drawing rel-
evance to the real-world,
preparing virtual comics
and magazines, application
of the concept in real-life

situation etc. will become
the way of assessment of
transitional virtual class-
rooms. All this can go a long
way in bringing a purpose
to online learning where
the multiple intelligences
of the students can be chal-
lenged and the cumulative
benefits of holistic learn-
ing can be achieved.

STAY, THERE’S TO
LIVE A LITTLE

City lights, crazy
noises,endless traffic,
restless beings, stress
filled brains, tired souls

asking forrest, and suddenly
silence and stillness seeps in
everywhere around, but in away
in which none asked for. The
arrival of the Covid 19 will defi-
nitely change everything for
once, for good or worse, is to be
waited for and decided
upon.While on one hand it has
made us realise the ambiguity of
times and how volatile the sand
under our feet is, on the other it
has somewhere set in all of us
how precious is this life and each
breath we take should be thanked
for enough. While we all know
things seem to get back on track

again and restrictions being lift-
ed, with an assurance that we’ve
overcome the absolute end, this
pause we all experienced has def-
initely provided us with some
time to revisit and ponder upon
various unspoken things. So,
when normal comes to reality
this turn, maybe we spread a lit-
tle more joy and a little less
hate.Maybe we cherish each
moment and live cent per cent.
Maybe we chase dreams and pas-
sions instead of materialistic pos-
sessions. Life doesn’t always pro-
vide with second chances, so set
back, gear up, tie those laces and
smile, because the interval is just
to end, and it’s time for Life.

Garvit Verma, St. Mark’s Senior

Secondary Public School Meera Bagh

GEOGRAPHY

1. B) Anjum Chopra 2. A) Kobe Bryant  3. D) ‘Bad Guy’ by Billie Eilish

Q.1) Which female
cricketer received the
2019 CK Nayudu
Lifetime Award 
of BCCI?

A. Jhulan Goswami 

B. Anjum Chopra

C. Mithali Raj 

D. Harmandeep Kaur

Q.2) Which iconic bas-
ketball player was

killed in a 
helicopter crash
recently?
A. Kobe Bryant

B. Rafter Alston

C. Vince Carter

D. Michael Jordan

Q.3) Who won the
‘Record of the Year’ at
the recently-held 62nd

Annual Grammy
Awards held in 
Los Angeles? 
A. ‘7 Rings’ by Ariana Grande

B. ‘Talk’ by Khalid 

C. ‘Truth Hurts’ by Lizzo

D. ‘Bad Guy’ by Billie Eilish 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

A N S W E R S

Quiz time
COMMON GRAMMATICAL 
MISTAKES m

its
ak
es

BARE/BEAR

THE RULES:

HOW NOT TO DO IT:

■ ”Bare” - means without clothing, covering.  
■ ”Bear” - means to hold up; support; or to
hold or remain firm under (a load).

■ Did they even have the bear essentials? 
■ Look at the weight, which he had to bare 
all alone.

1.

HOW TO DO IT PROPERLY:

■ Did they even have the bare essentials? 
■ Look at the weight, which he had to bear 
all alone.
■ She lifted everything with her bare hands.

✔

✘

Mind
teasers
ENGLISH
QUIZ

Fill in the blanks with
appropriate PREPOSITIONS.

Q.1) Take this medicine
and you will get rid
______ the bad cold.
A. of B. over C. at D. from

Q.2) I am angry with him
______ his carelessness.
A. on B. to C. for D. at

Q.3) It is dangerous to
enter _______ the enemy’s
camp.
A. in B. on C. by D. into

Q.4) Arun is married ____
Bobby.
A. of B. between C. with D. to

Q.5) My cousin has
invested a lot of money

______ farming.
A. in B. for C. on D. into

Q.6) He was vexed ___
Sohan for his behaviour.
A. at B. to C. upon D. with

(1)A) of(2)C) for (3)D) into
(4)D)to (5)A)in (6)D)with

A N S W E R S

Tambdi Surla, Goa
At the foot of the Anmod Ghat (which
connects Goa to Karnataka) lies
Tambdi Surla – the 12th century
Mahadeva temple. It was built in the
Kadamba period (345–525 CE), and is
believed to be the oldest Hindu temple
in Goa. It has survived the onslaught

of Muslim and Portuguese occupations of the Goan
territory. The intricately carved temple is built in
Kadamba style from basalt. Figurines of Lord Shiva,
Lord Vishnu, and Lord Brahma, with their respective

consorts appear on panels at
the sides of the temple which
has the ‘garbhagriha’
(innermost sanctuary),
‘antarala’ (chambers in Hindu
temples) and a ‘Nandi
mandapa’ (Shiva temple). 

TURNING THE PAGES OF 
HISTORY TO DISCOVER 
TIMELESS LEGACIES

INDIA SHINING

HEEMAL H BHAT, Principal, Hansraj Model School,
Punjabi Bagh (West)

STUDENT CONTRIBUTION

TRIPTA KHANDELWAL, Rukmini Devi Public School, Pitampura

DEVANG,

VII, Oxford

Public

School,

nehru nagar

AADYA

GOYAL, VI,

Himalaya

Public

School,

Rohini

ACTIVITY OF THE DAY

Content and pics by ‘History Diaries’. Co-founded by IIT-Delhi alumni, it is an initiative to make history interesting, engaging and relevant, 
transforming the way it is being taught in schools 

1 Mehrangarh, located in Jodhpur,
Rajasthan is one of the largest forts in

India. Within the fort, there are seven gates,
including the Jayapol (meaning ‘victory
gate’), built by Maharaja Man Singh to com-

memorate his victories over
Jaipur and Bikaner armies. There is also a
Fattehpol (also meaning ‘victory gate’),
which commemorates Maharaja Ajit
Singh’s victory over the Mughals. Loha
Pol was constructed in 15th century but
its façade was constructed by Maharaja
Maldeo in 16th century. The pol has the
handprints of 15 queens who performed
sati or jauhar. 

Why is it called 'Mehrangarh'?
ANS: Mehrangarh means “Fort of the
sun”, a reference to the clan’s (Rajput
clan called Rathores) mythical descent
from the sun god Surya.

Mehrangarh Fort

2 This is an illustration from
‘Razmnama’, the

Persian trans-
lation of an
important
Sanksrit text
commissioned
by Akbar. It was
done to encour-
age intercultural
dialogue among
his subjects. The
Mughal miniature
depicts a central
scene from the
original text. The
scene shows Arjuna hitting the target
looking at its reflection.

What text is being referred to?
ANS: Mahabharat

'Razmnama'

History Mystery 

American DJ and songwriter DJ
Khaled performed under a video
of the late singer Nipsey Hussle
at the 62nd Grammy Awards in
Los Angeles, US

Shimmer: (v) To shine
with or reflect a
subdued, tremulous
light; gleam faintly. To
appear to quiver or
vibrate in faint light or
while reflecting 
heat waves.

Synonymous words:
glimmer, glint, 
glitter, lustre, sheen,
blinking, flash,
glisten, gloss, 
glow, incandescence,
scintillation, 

spark, etc. 

Examples:  It brought
a light to her eyes, and
a colour to her cheeks,
and life and shimmer
to her moonlit hair.
 True to his instincts,
he saw in that awful
carnage only the
shimmer of his gold. 
 In autumn the water
meadows are a
shimmer of purple,
pink and red.

1) ermpatnen 
A: permanent 
B: perfection 
C: glorious 
D: query

2) onctribeut
A: depend 
B: contribute 
C: confidence

JUMBLED WORDS

1) A:permanent 
2) B: contribute 

A N S W E R S

The Covid -19 lockdown - 
an opportunity to transform education

SAVING THE ENVIRONMENT

M
anav Sthali Global School, New Rajender Nagar
celebrated World Environment Day. Many ac-
tivities such as creating animals/birds with
leaves, bird feeder, cloth bag, compost bin, poster

making, etc. were held on the theme of ‘Time for Nature’.
Students created innovative projects using old jeans/t-shirt,

plastic bottles or even shoes and coconut shells to plant saplings.
They made use of this opportune moment to show their undy-
ing love towards Mother Earth, encouraging others to take part
actively in bringing changes in the environment.


